Welcome to Stacks LITE

Stacks LITE helps you manage all of your resources. The Stacks LITE platform allows you to take control of database listings, exclusive search functionality and unique and powerful features that will help you create a robust user experience on any device, anywhere.

Stacks LITE Features

Stacks LITE pairs with a number of unique and powerful features including:

- Accessible
- Adheres to user experience best practices
- Analytics integrations
- Cover art integrations
- Customizable themes
- Database listings
- Exclusive EDS integration
- Filter vocabularies
- Granular user roles with moderation
- ILS integrations
- Location and hours – Google Places
- Responsive design
- Social media integration
- Supports a single website or many locations
- 24/7 support desk
- And more...

Stacks Database Listings

Stacks Database Listings provide a new take on A-Z Listings. The listings page includes custom category and A-Z sort options, a dynamic visual slider, featured resources, title search and more.

Import from LibGuides as well!
The Search Box Redefined to Meet the Expectations of Today’s User

Stacks Bento Search allows the library to customize search results in blocks of content that can be easily configured. Search multiple sources and content simultaneously and group the results according to your preference.

**EBSCO Discovery Service API**

- Research Starters
- Exact Match Placards
- Content Provider(s)

**Catalogs and Collections APIs**

- Subject(s)
- Source Type(s)
- ILS’s
  - OCLC
  - iii
  - SirsiDynix
  - ExLibris
  - Sydney +
- Discovery Systems
- SharePoint
- And more...

**And More...**

- Standard RSS Feeds
- Open Feeds
- Licensed Content
-Proprietary Databases
- Catalogs
- EBSCO Alert Feeds
- Repositories
- And more...
Stacks Search Application

The Stacks Search Application lets you add a Stacks Search Bar to any institutional website, giving you the ability to drive traffic to your Stacks search results. From here you can generate content around the search experience.

CONTACT US FOR A DEMO

.drive{www.StacksDiscovery.com

1-800-653-2726

information@ebsco.com